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this bigml cloud-based tool can be used to
develop and run machine learning models for

large-scale data sets. the organization is based in
cambridge, uk, and its ceo is eugene efimenko.

the service supports supervised and unsupervised
classification, regression and clustering, binary

classification, n-ary classification, feature
selection, ranking and recommendation. at first
glance, the activity system in the fall certainly

looks good: it not only calculates farm
completions, but includes inter-character

interactions and non-combat activities as well. it
replaces old autosave and leveling methods, and
is designed for a new kind of rpg. however, the
site offers very little information about the new

system, and no screen shots. i was unable to find
any code or documentation on the activity system

online. when i asked the game developer on
reddit, he confirmed that i was correct. this is

perhaps most obvious in the new difficulty modes,
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which are only present in fall. the game includes
several permutations of easy, normal and hard,

with the easiest mode having the fewest enemies
in a given area; it seems that your character's

difficulty is a direct result of the encounter rates
in your game. also, your success in the easy mode

is an indicator of your skill in that mode, so in a
sense, the difficulty modes are about what you're
used to, not what you're good at. the game now

also includes options for saving after each
encounter, at the character level or the group
level, rather than only after the entire party is

dead. recent evidence suggests that star legends:
the first heros being cancelled is due to the filing

of a lawsuit by ubisoft over alleged piracy. the
news also reveals that no financial decisions have

been made, so there's a good chance that we'll
still be playing star legends come the end of this
month. however, the warthog news article quoted
a ubisoft dev who said that they consider it to be

an "embarassingly bad game". whether that's true
or not, this article offers a list of suggestions for
submitting a letter of support for star legends to

ubisoft's investors, as the lawsuit could lead to the
game's cancellation. however, the article also

points out that yves guillemot, the company's ceo,
is optimistic.
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yetanotherwiki is a wordpress plug-in that makes
it easy for users to create collaborative websites.
it can be used to create private or public wikis,

community websites, and blogs. its features
include automatic backups and document

downloads for offline viewing, discussion and
linking. the website also features a tutorial section

that provides instructions on how to set up and
use yetanotherwiki. yetanotherwiki, like most

wordpress plug-ins, is available both free and for
purchase. bittorrent is a p2p file transfer and

distribution protocol used to quickly share files. it
is one of the most widely used protocols around
and is one of the core technologies behind the

pirate bay. bittorrent is one of the easiest
protocols to use and new users can quickly

download and share files in minutes. it allows
users to share files of any size with any recipients
using any operating system and there are about
18 million active monthly users. odoo is an open-

source e-commerce solution. it boasts many
features that businesses of all sizes need for
creating high-quality, secure online shopping

portals. it is an easy-to-use business management
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tool that connects to databases, including mysql,
postgresql, and oracle, and supports all of the
leading open-source platforms, including linux,

windows and mac osx. mongodb is a highly
scalable, open source, document-oriented

database that supports both json and bson data
types. it is the leading document database on the

market today and is used extensively by
organizations, such as github, bing and linkedin.

sublime text is a free, open source, cross-platform
text editor that has been downloaded more than
five million times. it is often used for text editing
but can also be used for text document creation.
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